1. Introduction. Our purpose is to summarize our present knowledge of alternative rings in the case in which no a priori finiteness assumptions are made and to indicate a number of problems in this field. One defines an alternative ring by replacing the law a(bc) = (ab) ~~ XC and (cx)y = c(xy) = x(cy) for every x and y in A. When the center of A is a division ring, then A is a vector space over its center and we call the dimension of this vector space the dimension oîA.
1. Introduction. Our purpose is to summarize our present knowledge of alternative rings in the case in which no a priori finiteness assumptions are made and to indicate a number of problems in this field. One defines an alternative ring by replacing the law a(bc) = (ab)c in the definition of an associative ring by the laws a(ab)=a 2 b and (ab)b = ab 2 . The name is derived from the fact that the associator (a, b, c) = (ab)c -a(bc) is an alternating function of its arguments. The name as well as much of our knowledge of the finite-dimensional case is due to M. Zorn [52] [53] [54] [55] , x although N. Jacobson [25] , A. A. Albert [l] , R. D. Schafer [41] [42] [43] , and Dubisch and Pedis [19] have also contributed.
We shall use the terms ring and algebra in place of nonassociative ring and nonassociative algebra. If the nonzero elements of a ring form a loop [4] under multiplication (that is, if each pair of elements in the equation ab*=c uniquely determines the remaining element and a unit element 1 is present), we call the ring a division ring [cf. 2; 16]. The center [2; 26] of a ring A consists of those elements c in A for which CX ~~ XC and (cx)y = c(xy) = x(cy) for every x and y in A. When the center of A is a division ring, then A is a vector space over its center and we call the dimension of this vector space the dimension oîA.
We divide our discussion into three parts wherein the primary interest is geometric, algebraic, and topological, respectively. 2. Geometry. Ruth Moufang [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] was the first to derive the geometric meaning of the alternative law as a weak form of Desargues' Theorem in plane projective geometry. Marshall Hall, Jr. [22] [23] has given a new proof which is mainly algebraic and which avoids assumptions concerning order or characteristic in the plane. In its affine form, the theorem used by Hall Since configuration theorems in plane projective geometry are reflected in algebraic identities in the coordinate ring, we are led to consider these next. Kaplansky [29] has given a sweeping generalization of a result of Hall [22] by showing that a primitive ring [27] which satisfies a polynomial identity is finite-dimensional. An important question (no. 4) is how this may be generalized to alternative rings. For the case of an alternative algebraic division algebra of degree two, Albert [8] has given an affirmative answer. (As noted by Jacobson [29] , every alternative algebraic algebra of bounded degree satisfies a polynomial identity.) We have given [49] an independent proof of Albert's result (including the case of characteristic two, avoided by Albert), starting from the appropriate identity [[#> y] 2 > *]=0 of Hall [22] . The identity xy = yx in an alternative division ring implies the associative law, 4 as Bruck has proved by a simple algebraic argument [46] , and whose geometric counterpart in the form of the Theorem of Pappus and the weakened Desargues Theorem seems to be well known [40] . In fact, a commutative alternative ring with zero radical (see §3) is associative, but commutative alternative but not associative rings exist [47] . Nothing further seems to be known about this question. The identity attributed by Kaplansky 
(a, x, y) = (a, x, y)
-(#, a, y) + (x, y f a) = 0 for every x, yÇîA, provided that az = za for every zÇiA. When 3^0, the center of A coincides with the set of all a satisfying az = za for every zÇ:A. But when 3 = 0, this question is unanswered, and we may assert Theorems 1-8 of Hua [24] for alternative division rings only if we replace the word "center" by the words "the set of elements aÇiA for which az -za for every zÇ^A" 3. Algebra. The structure theory of associative rings presented 6 by Jacobson [26-27; 10] is so elegant that its generalization to rings has attracted the interest of several writers. In fact, Dubisch and Perlis were aware in 1943 (prior to the publication of this theory) that the set of all properly nilpotent elements of an alternative algebra (that is, the radical in the sense of Zorn i we consider an element a not in The results of Brown and McCoy and of Brown suggest a host of questions which will readily occur to the reader. One should note especially that nil rings are automatically placed in the limbo of radical rings. The vital question (no. 5) seems to be: "What is the nature of primitive alternative rings?" For associative rings, Jacobson shows that a primitive ring is a dense ring of linear transformations in a vector space over a division ring. All that seems to be known in the alternative case is that if the modular maximal right ideal M contains every associator, then A is associative.
One of the main difficulties in the study of alternative rings is the lack of some sort of representation closely connected with an associative ring. Saunders MacLane has suggested (in conversation) that there is a cohomology theory of alternative rings (question no. 6) and perhaps such a theory might be helpful in the study of primitive alternative rings.
In concluding this section, we mention the so-called Theorem of Artin which states that every two elements of an alternative ring generate an associative subring [52] . R. . Albert assumes that his ring A is algebraic relative to the real field and has a homogeneous valuation. He then shows that A is alternative and applies his result, mentioned in §2, to show that A is associative (and hence already characterized) or the Cayley numbers. In his discussion of the results of Jacobson and Taussky, Kaplansky [3l] also obtains the Cayley numbers as the only not associative alternative division ring which is both connected and locally connected, and he conjectures that a similar result holds in the totally disconnected, locally compact case. It seems likely that topological methods will yield further results. In fact, many of the preliminary results of Kaplansky in [30 ] are valid at least for special alternative rings. A difficulty appears in the proof that group neighborhoods contain ideal neighborhoods in the bounded case. We may obtain this result if we strengthen the definition of (right-) bounded ring A to: "For every neighborhood U of 0, there is a neighborhood V such that Vp ^ U for every product p of finitely many right multiplications of A." (This is automatically satisfied in a right bounded associative ring.) But then it seems difficult to prove that a compact ring is bounded. However, we can show that 
